II. METHODS

This research employed case study with phenomenological focus, using constructivism paradigm in interpretive perspective, analyzing the phenomenon of actor’s behaviour and its point of view in the practice of civil society activist in social accountability forum held in Surakarta and Magelang Cities, Central Java Province, Indonesia. From this constructivism interpretive perspective, it can be studied the contextual aspects that lead to biased actor behaviour from social accountability normative theory. The framework of pathological analysis, the negative characteristics affecting the achievement of social accountability substantive’s substantive objective, used in this study was social accountability pathology from civil society activist side, emerging in its relation to government in the mechanism of social accountability democratization. The framework of civil society pathology is categorized into: patronage, clientele, and citizen voice commodification [6]. Research triangulation used was research informant triangulation by asking the same question subject to different informants, and data collection technique triangulation, in which the topic was explored in three ways: in-depth interview, field observation, and document analysis. The case group as the research object included (i) special interaction forum of government and society fulfilling the criterion of accountability forum, and (ii) forum initiated by NGO or citizen related to public issue advocacy. Meanwhile, the group becoming the subject of research analysis was civil society, including NGO, citizen forum activist, citizen activist, and local media actor. The group becoming the complement subject of research to build the meaning interpretation setting of civil society’s role was explored from its relation partners: local government element and Local Legislative Assembly element.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Roadmap of Social Accountability and Sacred Role of Civil Society

The shift of accountability mode toward social accountability develops along with the shift of government to governance concept, the discourse “to bring the public back”
as the primary target of accountability. Social accountability approach emerges as a response to accountability deficit, both vertical and horizontal accountability in new public management era, the bias of beneficiary to the elite group despite democratically packaged process. Accountability deficit means that accountability does not function well so that some condition attenuating accountability results. Accountability deficit results from some aspect inherent to bureaucracy and democratic system, including (i) putting political institution and government institution as the public accountability monopoly holder; (ii) the rigid formal accountability mechanism; (iii) the opportunistic and collusion potential between public institutions [7]. The social accountability approach builds on an idea of community empowerment and human right-based approach to development. The concept of social accountability lies on the frame of democratic rights and obligation. Social accountability is believed as completing formal accountability mechanism and reinforcing more the democratic element based on citizen voice [8][9][10][11].

Social accountability aims to encourage the formulation of public-mandated values into the rule held on and followed by the public officials in practice. Social accountability is in hybrid form, working in the existing formal accountability system and reinforcing the horizontal accountability system to make the vertical accountability effective [12]. The citizen group’s active action attempt to implement this public accountability called as informal institutions of accountability because the citizens do not have legal formal authority as the accountee [13]. The social accountability mechanism can be initiated by civil society or along with the government and other actor [14][15][16]. Social accountability is also called as society driven horizontal accountability to obtain direct answer from government and people’s representative in the parliament as the formal accountability holder [17][18].

Normatively, civil society group is the inter-actor community network driven to struggle for mutual interest as the citizen. They should hold anti-violence and anti-repressive value orders, restrict themselves with plurality value system, struggle for diverse mutual interest, and have strategy to embrace all components of citizen without discrimination. Civil society group can be in the form of association, foundation, NGO, solidarity network, paguyuban (association), care group, and society group [19]. Civil society is exalted as the group that can prevent bureaucratic disease through control it plays, requiring social accountability[20]. Diversity and density of society group is democratic supervisor and ensure that the result of public decision making process is viewed and tested from various different perspectives.

B. Agency Theory and Civil Society Pathology

Agency theory or theory of agency explains the relation between agent and principal of its incentive and institutional structures [21]. Agency theory builds on three following assumptions. (a) Assumption about human characteristics: selfish, having limited rationality, and not liking risk. (b) Assumption of organization: conflict between organization members, efficiency, and information asymmetry between principal and agent. (c) Assumption about information: information is considered as a tradable commodity. Agency theory explains that the principal-agent relation is potentially problematic, potentially creating moral hazard and opportunistic behavior constituting normative deviation. Moral hazard is the problem arising if the agent does not do what has been agreed with principal (normative). Furthermore, opportunistic behavior is the utilization of resource and access owned for personal or group interest. The agent’s opportunistic behavior occurs because it has more information than the principal does (information asymmetry). Meanwhile, the principal’s opportunistic behavior occurs because it has advantage in certain power affecting the agent [21][22]. Information asymmetry is the fundamental problem in the agent-principal relation. Agency theory proposes that every individual has its own personal interest thereby will have conflict of interest every time they attempt to be involved in cooperative effort [23].

In the context of social accountability, civil society or society forum representative becomes agent for the society it represents. Agency theory is used in this research to explain the problem of relation between accounted and accounted, information asymmetry dynamic, and incentive link triggering the actor’s behavior in social accountability room. Basic assumption about the problem of accountor-accountee relation is used in agency theory, including self interest, information asymmetry/information transparency, and opportunistic behavior, used to explain the forms of pathology emerging in social accountability mechanism of local budgeting. Meanwhile, the problem of civil society’s role in social accountability is traced to social accountability variable consisting of: (i) government’s political will to involve the society, (ii) capability of society member group organization, (iii) information transparency variable, and (iv) environment context variable [9][24][25][26][27]. Pathological metaphor used in the study of public administration science to explain various pathologies leading to dysfunction, for example: bureaucratic pathology [20] and democratic pathology [28][29][30]. Analysis on bureaucratic and democratic pathologies is used because the structure of social accountability occurs in the context of relation to bureaucracy and society interrelation in the practice building on democratic principle. Interrelationship between government element/political officials and society with bureaucratic structure and democratic practice in local environment presumably has the opportunity of resulting in pathology of social accountability [5][6][31][32][33][34][35][36][37][38].

Pathology of social accountability can be defined as a variety of symptoms leading to dysfunction of social accountability mechanism or a condition disrupting the functioning of social accountability system substantially. Social accountability dysfunction is counterproductive to
democratic values. Social accountability is normatively believed as reinforcing democratic values such as justice, equal access, and anticorruption [39].

Certain civil society group can be antidemocratic, the one promoting fanaticism, clientele, and tending to ignore diversity and difference of other groups thereby harmful to mutual interest value reciprocally [37]. The relation between civil societies is not always in line with consensus. The society groups with different perspective, interest and agenda are adjacent and competing each other in the same scope to win control and effect on the rule holder. The character of dynamic relationship between both of them is highly determined by power interest and can change in any time [19]. Reference [20] stated that Non-government organization and civil group can be contaminated in paternalistic society culture and less democratic political system. As a result, the capacity of media, NGO, and other civil groups becomes weak, thereby reducing the growth of bureaucratic pathology. Although civil society capacity reinforcing movement is conducted to control bureaucracy, it cannot reduce the risk of bureaucratic dysfunction. The role of civil society is often hindered by the behavior of civil society activists acting to get personal benefit thereby lowering the society’s trust.

C. Pathology of Social Accountability in Civil Society

The participation of civil society in the context of budgeting planning process in Surakarta and Magelang City results in paradox of inclusion versus elitist. Those that can enter into citizen forum tend to have special legitimacy, for example, mastering information, becoming the chairperson of organization or citizen association enlisted in the government, having symbol of society figure, having mass power under their control, and other elitist power. The citizen with such the attribute tends to be embraced by government on the behalf of public engagement. Instead, the procedure of fulfilling the inclusive element results in elitist compartments among the citizens. There are some elitist groups in the citizens. Firstly, it is elitist group due to a close relationship to government structure, for example: RT/RW (neighborhood association/citizens associations). Secondly, it is elitist group due to capital domination, for example: employer/business performer association. Some elitist group is due to science, such as academicians. Next, it is elitist group due to massive adherent power, for example: society leader, religious leader, citizen forum group leader, NGO activist, chairman of association or mass organization and similar. Finally, it is these elitist groups that dominate the representative room of citizen forum. Thus, inclusiveness element results in paradox of elitist and dominitive.

The effect of public representativeness attribute results in the dynamic negotiation of public budgeting decision containing the competition of society group powers. Elitist and dominitive citizen forums will harm the dysfunction of balance between budget allocation priority and even development distribution agenda. The domination of group that is more vocal and has supportability tends to get more budget allocation despite no priority. For example, the rich kelurahan (administrative village) will have better physical environment and infrastructure because it has the strong representative in budgeting process. Meanwhile, priority element and event distribution element should be maintained for its balance to reduce the risk of conflict between groups. Priority element promotes partiality to certain group because of rational deliberation. Meanwhile, distribution element promotes the attempt of mitigating the conflict by distributing the existing resource evenly to all groups.

The paradox of inclusiveness-elitist can also be seen in the rule holder’s tendency to involve the citizen representative of the group securing its policy. For example, Paguyuban Pedagang Kaki Lima (Street Vendor Association) enlisted in city government will get facilities, while the one not recognized will be treated differently. City government will consider that the arrangement of Street Vendor it implements has been democratic if measure from the assessment of the pro-government association groups. This phenomenon indicates partial accountability pathology or clientele tendency to benefit the pro-ruler group.

The society representative groups sometimes work based on consensus and informal ways, for example through mediation by informal figures, lobbyist, and NGO. So the demand-driven social accountability forum of citizen tends to result in citizen forum commodification and incivility action (psychological or physical violence) against other citizen groups having interest contestation. Their position as the public representative results in the effect of proximity to the ruler thereby making the representative/mediator feeling important. It tends to feel the need for maintaining its legitimacy source by means of supporting the rule (power). This phenomenon leads the civil society activist to be mediator/bridge/broker of citizen’s and government’s interest. This pathology solidifies the position of elitist, clientele, and broker counterproductive to the substance of social accountability values including transparency, justice, equal access, and rational responsibility. It is in line with Celina Souze (no year) finding the paradox of authentic participation in Brazil. The intended paradox of authentic participation is the deviation of participation mechanism tending to change the leaders of civil society and institution into the broker of political interest not based on the society’s need. Consequently, social accountability is oriented to fulfill the legitimacy of public broker group only.

Some forms of pathologies are found in civil society as accountee in social accountability mechanism: (i) group/forum commodification; (ii) elitist or dominitive; (iii) incivility. Group/forum commodification is to use citizen group in the attempt of project sustainability or to give personal or group benefit. Group/forum commodification can be seen from the presence of the conflict of relationship between civil society groups or between civil society and government. Group commodification can also be seen from the phenomenon of case of interest transaction between civil society and ruler holder (government or political officials). Elitist or dominitive
pathology is the presence of more vocal group marginalizing the less vocal group. The presence of incivility behavior, both direct and indirect violence, results in domination or marginalizes other group, thereby harming the mutual interest reciprocally. Incivility means that civil society ignores the elements of discussion, peace, and no violence as the spirit of civil society.

The context of society environment as demand driven is still dependent on external support, such as donor institution. The dominating incentive is economical motive intended to get income. Thus, it vulnerably results in commodification of forum and broker, utilizing the forum for the sake of obtaining extra income. Thus, the forum vulnerably becomes the clients of the rulers and pseudo-forum. Civil society commodification culture is the utilization of citizen voice for the interest of activist group, through transaction with the ruler or to get economic resource. The pathology of commodification culture impacts on

i. malfunction of citizen forum accountee because it will be the proponent and connive with the government and the politicians thereby preserving elite capture and maintaining money-politics culture.

ii. attenuating the citizen’s trust in civil society activist and strengthening the citizen’s apathy

iii. vulnerability to the dissension between groups because of competition for resource and resulting in domination of the more vocal group, marginalizing the less vocal one.

IV. CONCLUSION

The result of research increases critical thinking of nearly unquestioned assumption in democratic governance that “almost unquestioned assumption that the creation or enhancement of accountability mechanisms of any sort will result in greater democracy” (Dubnick, 2002). This research finds that the qualities of democracy and bureaucracy impacts on the quality of civil society’s role in the mechanism of social accountability. If the quality of democracy is procedurally-oriented and bureaucracy contains corruption, collusion and nepotism defect, the role of civil society as the leverage of social accountability will be defective as well as cooperation, forum commodification, and incivility. The result is the pseudo-role of civil society for pseudo social accountability. The theoretical finding of the research on the role of civil society in social accountability is formulated in the following proposition “interaction between civil society element and the role holder occurring in procedural formality culture will result in commodification culture, thereby yielding pseudo social accountability).

For that reason, the recommendation for further research is to apply the Theory of change to study the incentive of citizens participating genuinely and processing their voice thereby having control power over the ruler and the civil society activist on the behalf society representative
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